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©2017 KOEI GAMES CO., LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. KOEI and KOTO are registered trademarks and KOEI is a trademark of KOEI CORPORATION. Q: Python: splitting a string into an array of items inside of lists of lists I have a large Pandas DataFrame that I'm converting to a CSV and then trying to generate HTML tables using
the Python package Beautiful Soup. Inside of one of the Pandas columns, I have a string. It looks like: ["I", "am", "unhappy"] What I want to end up with is: [[["I", "am", "unhappy"]], [["I", "am", "unhappy"]]] I've tried using regex to separate each item in the string, but regex requires the entire string be delimited by specific
characters, which isn't an option since the string could be in any form. I've also tried regex to split the strings, but I'm not sure the syntax is correct. Ideally, I'd like to have a function that can handle these, as I have many additional columns of the same type of data and I'd like to be able to apply this function to the other

columns. A: If all the strings are of one length, you can use df['col'] = df['col'].str.split(',', expand=False) (Extent1Extent2) P(*Extent1).print print " Extent3:", P(*Extent3).print print " Extent4:", P(*Extent4).print print " Extent5:", P(*Extent5).print print " Extent6:", P(*Extent6).print

Elden Ring Features Key:
A gigantic three-dimensional field with an infinite range.

Hundreds of different dungeons that are rich in their contents and layouts.
Breathtaking 3D graphics such as monsters and environments.
A sandbox-like game, and allows for limitless potential.

An integrated system that easily creates and manages Townspeople and Dungeons on the same storage space.
Areas that change based on the activity of other players.
Various game modes such as PvE, where you fight with others, and PvP where you battle with other players for treasure.

An in-game currency that allows characters to upgrade skills and develop their skills further.
Begins the first expansion pack, “The First Ring”, in December.
Battle against man-eating plants and gigantic birds in a large, three-dimensional world as you fight.
Unique features.
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